Alex’s Lemonade Stand Foundation’s (ALSF) Travel For Care program
offers assistance to eligible families who must travel in order for their child to
receive potentially lifesaving treatment. By supplying flights, gas cards and hotel
stays, ALSF is supporting childhood cancer families nationwide.

Meet ALSF’s Travel For Care Program Heroes:

Aine

Elijah

For 13-year-old Aine, childhood
cancer hasn’t just meant extra trips
to the doctor. It’s meant sacrificing
cheerleading, time with friends and
more, all due to her fight with Ewing
sarcoma. With no local hospital offering
the treatment she needed, she had to
travel 4.5 hours to Cincinnati every
other week. Her mom, Kelly, wasn’t able
to work, which left their family reliant
on one income. That’s why financial
assistance from ALSF’s Travel For Care
program meant so much to them. It gave
them peace of mind to focus on what
mattered most, Aine’s health.

Elijah was underweight at 13 years old,
and his mother Jennifer knew something
wasn’t right. Soon afterwards, doctors
diagnosed him with CNS germinoma, a
brain tumor. After a difficult treatment,
Elijah entered remission, back on the
path towards his lifelong goal of traveling
the Appalachian Trail. Then, he relapsed
15 months later. While undergoing
treatment at a distant hospital, the Travel
For Care program helped his family cover
gas costs to ensure he has the best
chance to beat his disease.

Thomas
Shortly before Thomas turned 6, he
began to have persistent headaches.
When a neurologist ordered an MRI
to find the cause, it revealed a huge
tumor in his brain. After surgery, he
was diagnosed with a rare, aggressive
sarcoma. He needed intense treatment
only available in Philadelphia, nearly
2.5 hours away from home. His mom,
Amber, scrambled to find lodging in the
city, but the Travel For Care program
helped them find a room when there
was nowhere else available. Thomas is
now 8 and has lingering complications
from treatment, but continues to fight
his disease.

Alex’s Lemonade Stand Foundation (ALSF) emerged from the front yard lemonade stand
of 4-year-old Alexandra “Alex” Scott, who was fighting cancer and wanted to raise money
to find cures for all children with cancer. Since then, the Foundation bearing her name has
evolved into a national fundraising movement.
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